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V-ADAPT, Inc. hazard assessment report
Event planning, ash plume detection and cloud tracking
Kliuchevskoi and Zhupanovsky volcanoes
Overview
This is a summary report of the recent events at two Kamchatkan volcanoes. We provide an
overview of the tools and services that V-ADAPT, Inc. (Volcanic Ash Detection Avoidance and
Preparedness for Transportation) had available to assess the hazards from the eruptions.
The thermal signals from satellite remote sensing data as well as the infrared data that can be
used to detect the location of the ash cloud from space. Additionally, examples of the ash cloud
simulations tools that V-ADAPT, Inc. possess to be able to provide end users with the ability to
assess the future hazard from the dispersing volcanic cloud.
The aim of this report is to illustrate the capabilities that a user could have had available to
them during these volcanic eruptive events. Local volcano observatories (VO) and volcanic ash
advisory centres (VAAC) in the North Pacific area provided official observation notices and
volcanic ash advisories of the eruptions.
The report highlights the services that V-ADAPT, Inc. can provide for end users in hazard
assessment with the aim to ensure safety for all and allow the users to make pre-event and
post-event assessments.
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Kliuchevskoi volcano
Kliuchevskoi volcano (56.057oN,
160.638oE) is a 4.8 km above sea
level stratovolcano situated on the
Kamchatka Peninsula. The local
volcano observatory, Kamchatka
Volcanic Eruption Response Team
(KVERT), changed the color code of
the volcano to ‘RED’ on October 15,
2013 at 01:11 UTC (KVERT, 2013a).
The Tokyo VAAC provided a
volcanic ash advisory at 01:44 UTC
to inform of an eruption at 01:11 UTC to FL270 (27,000 ft) and ash extending to the southsouthwest (Tokyo VAAC, 2013a).
V-ADAPT, Inc. has access to event detection software that is able to use the thermal infrared
signals from both polar- and geo-syn satellites and their sensors to detect both ground based
thermal signals and airborne volcanic ash clouds. Users can have access to the results of these
detection algorithms through email or web-based products. Figure 1 shows the V-ADAPT, Inc.
email event detection of this eruption from Kliuchevskoi volcano. Figure 1a shows the email
illustrating that 39 ‘pixels’ had been detected as ash rich with 4 noise pixels.
The latter information is included as it is part of the algorithm to help in false detections. Figure
1b illustrates the satellite brightness temperature difference image that triggered the event
detection algorithm. This system is currently being maintained by the Geophysical Institute,
University of Alaska Fairbanks. The intellectual property of the research being these tools is
being assigned to V-ADAPT, Inc in a licensing agreement with the Nanook Technology Ventures.
The data in Figure 1 is from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor. The BTD data shows a negative
signal for dry fine (0 – 100 μm) volcanic ash. See Prata (1989) for the first application of the
method for volcanic ash and see Webley et al. (2009) and Bailey et al. (2010) for just two
examples of the tools developed under the IP of UAF that are being licensed to V-ADAPT, Inc.
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Figure 1 – Ash event detection (A) email triggered illustrating pixels detected as ash and (B)
brightness temperature imagery of the ash cloud, color scaled from -5 to +5 K. Note as polar
orbiting data then it does not fully cover the sector.
The volcano then erupted again on October 17, 2013 as reported by KVERT at 23:15 UTC
(KVERT, 2013). Here they stated that the ash plume had reached 9 km above sea level and was
extending 100 km to south-east and evidence of lava flows. The Tokyo VAAC provided a
volcanic ash advisory at 20:18 UTC on October 17, 2013 to inform of an eruption at 20:00 UTC
to FL330 (33,000 ft) (Tokyo VAAC, 2013). Figure 2 shows that the V-ADAPT, Inc. system
triggered a thermal event at 15:45 UTC.

Figure 2 – 40 x 40 regions around Kliuchevskoi at (A) 10:07 UTC and (B) 15:45 UTC on October
17 2013. The latter image triggered an email based detected event (C)
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Figure 2a and Figure 2b shows the thermal signals from Kliuchevskoi volcanoes activity in the
mid-infrared wavelengths. Here the data has been scaled from -40 – 60 oC. Figure 2b shows
evidence of a change from 5 hrs previously. The signal strength was sufficient to send out email
based event detection, Figure 2c. Users signed up to this service would then be aware that
there was a change in the volcanoes activity.
As the volcanoes activity continued, it kept erupting volcanic ash. By 09:54 UTC on October 18th
2013, there was clear evidence in the BTD data of an ash plume from the volcano, Figure 3a.
Note here that Shiveluch volcano was active at the same time. We will document this activity
later in the report. At 17:50 UTC, this plume now extended beyond the dedicated sector within
the V-ADAPT, Inc tool system for the Kamchatka Peninsula, Figure 3b.

Figure 3 – BTD data on October 18, 2013 from (A) 09:54 UTC, (B) 17:50 UTC, both using AVHRR
data and (C) 19:32 from MTSAT for North Pacific. Red region is area of ash location at each time
snapshot. Using the V-ADAPT, Inc. web-based tools such an assessment can be performed by the
end users.
Viewing the data on a North Pacific scale, Figure 3c, with geo-syn data, from the Japanese
Meteorological Agency (JMA) Multi-functional Transport Satellite (MTSAT) and its infrared
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sensor, one is able to see the full extent of the ash cloud. Given the local of MTSAT, then it is
unable to cover the full extent of the North Pacific region defined by this sector in Figure 3c.
6 hrs later at 01:32 UTC on October 19, 2013 the ash cloud is now over the Aleutian Islands,
Figure 4a. Zoomed in on the region of the Aleutians, Figure 4b, the cloud is clearly evident
above the background signal seen from the local meteorological cloud, that produces positive
BTD signal (Note always the case as highlighted by Webley et al., 2009). Figure 4c shows by
examining the polar orbiting data from AVHRR, more cloud structure is seen and a clearly cloud
edge can be defined.

Figure 4 – BTD data on October 19, 2013 from (A) 01:32 UTC from MTSAT for the North Pacific
region; (B) zoomed in over the Aleutian Island; and (C) 01:40 UTC from AVHRR data over same
sector as in (B).
The big question is then where will this ash cloud disperse? Could it affect the rest of Alaska or
will it disperse out into the Pacific Ocean. Both regions would impact aviation routes, with the
former being of interest to the Alaska and local airports for air traffic management and to
determine potential hazard. Figure 5 shows three snapshots of the Puff VATD simulation for an
eruptive event at Kliuchevskoi volcano starting at 21:00 UTC on October 17th. Figure 5a – c
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show three time snapshots of the ash cloud dispersal from an initial 16 km plume. Here,
volcanic ash from 10 km ASL and lower would disperse to the south south-east. Note that the
ash disperses quickly, around 09:00 UTC on October 18thin Figure 5b, and it is then passing
outside the defined region for the automated simulations.

Figure 5 – Puff automated simulation for Kliuchevskoi volcano from October 17th 2013, start
time at 21:00 UTC, 16km initial plume, (A) + 6hrs after start time [03:00 UTC on October 18th],
(B) +12 hrs at 09:00 UTC and (C) + 18hrs at 15:00 UTC.
To assess how the dispersing ash cloud will potential affect Anchorage, Alaska and surrounding
areas, Figure 6 shows how using the online Puff VATD model then a simulation can be
performed when more information on the initial eruption is available. Figure 6 shows from an
initial plume top of 10 km ASL, with a 72 hr simulation and eruption lasting 12 hrs and starting
at 09:00 UTC on October 18th, how the ash cloud would have dispersed across the North
Pacific. By 15:00 UTC, Figure 6a shows the cloud still attached as the ash disperse to the southeast, away from the volcano.

Figure 6 – Puff VATD model simulation using web-based interface. Time snapshots of the ash
cloud dispersal (A) at 19:00 UTC October 18th and (B) 03:00 and (C) 15:00 UTC on October 19th.
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By 03:00 UTC the next day on October 19th, Figure 6b, shows the cloud is now detached and
drifting across the western end of the Aleutian Islands. By 15:00 UTC, Figure 6c, the cloud is
now across the eastern end of the Islands and reaching the Alaskan Peninsula. Notice that the
ash cloud location is show as height above sea level. To be able to produce a volcanic ash cloud
dispersal simulations with downwind concentrations, then the erupted mass would need to be
calculated. This is not always possible during a volcanic event and the greatest potential effect
to the aviation industry is for any potential encounter, hence the need for location and time.
As the cloud dispersed across the North Pacific, it continued parallel to the Aleutian Islands,
Figure 7. The MTSAT data shows from 07:32 to 17:32 UTC on October 19 that the cloud was
detected progressing further east. By 20:02 UTC, the cloud was seen close to the Alaskan
Peninsula in AVHRR BTD data. Although a highly dispersed cloud, it is still detectable in the BTD
data as highlighted by the polygon. Given its ongoing trajectory, this cloud would be of interest
for aviation using the Anchorage airport for operations.

Figure 7 – Satellite data as the dispersing cloud reaches Anchorage: (A) MTSAT at 07:32, (B)
13:32 (C) 17:32 and AVHRR for Alaska South at 20:02 UTC on October 19th 2013 (D).
This section has shown the capabilities of the tools to detect the thermal signals from the
changing eruptive processes at Kliuchevskoi volcano prior to the occurrence of the volcanic ash
plume and cloud. Also, the Puff VATD model provided planning tools of the likely ash cloud
location and the web-based version of the model was used to ascertain the full dispersal over a
72 hour period. As the ash cloud dispersed to the south-east from the volcano, the V-ADAPT,
Inc. tools showed the ash clouds location and could be used for decision support system.
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Zhupanovsky volcano
Zhupanovsky
volcano
(53.59oN,
159.147oE) is a 3 km above sea level
stratovolcano
situated
on
the
Kamchatka Peninsula. GVP (2013a)
state that the last volcanic eruption
occurred in 1959. The local volcano
observatory,
Kamchatka
Volcanic
Eruption Response Team (KVERT),
changed the color code of the volcano
to ‘ORANGE’ on October 24, 2013 at
03:01 UTC (KVERT, 2013c). They
stated that a volcanic eruption had happened at night on October 23, 2013 and that the ash
plume was extending 40km to the south-east and south. The Tokyo VAAC provided a volcanic
ash advisory at 03:33 UTC to inform of an eruption at 03:01 UTC to FL170 (17,000 ft) and ash
extending to the southeast (Tokyo VAAC, 2013c).
This eruptive event at Zhupanovsky volcano was different to the events at Kliuchevskoi in that
the volcano itself does not have a seismic network (KVERT, 2013d) and then there was no
evidence of pre- eruptive thermal signals. The tools from V-ADAPT, Inc. first showed evidence
of a plume or cloud from Zhupanovsky at 02:28 UTC, although very weak, Figure 8a. Here, there
is a weak BTD signal to the south from Zhupanovsky volcano. By 04:16 UTC, this is more
enhanced, Figure 8b, but given that this is on the edge of the satellite swath (due to ‘black’ no
data region to the west) then there is possibility of noisy data. By 14:29 UTC, the weak BTD
signal can be seen to the south of the volcano, Figure 8c, and at 16:10 UTC, it can be seen to the
south reaching the coastline, Figure 8d. In the detection of the cloud in all of these images, then
it is clearer to be able to assess that this is a true signal from the volcano.
Given the last eruption was in 1950’s (GVP, 2013) and the lack of thermal precursors in the
satellite data, then the V-ADAPT, Inc. tools were not generating daily simulations of the
potential ash cloud dispersal. This highlights the possibility that such events can occur and the
need for users to be able to run a dispersion simulation online and quickly to make the best
assessment of the potential hazard. Hence, the V-ADAPT, Inc tool for running the Puff VATD
model would have been useful. Figure 9 shows a simulation for Zhupanovsky, starting at 00:00
UTC on October 24, 2013 and a cloud to 5km ASL or approx 17,000 ft as reported by the Tokyo
VAAC (Tokyo VAAC, 2013c).
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Figure 8 – Satellite detection from BTD data of the eruptive events at Zhupanovsky volcano. (A)
02:28 UTC with a weak signal to the south of the volcano, highlighted by the red circle, (B) 02:16
UTC, (C) 14:29 UTC and (D) 16:10 UTC on October 24, 2013.
Figure 9a shows the Webpuff interface, with the top section defining all of the model input
parameters needed, such as start time, event length, simulation length, initial plume height and
saving frequency. Selecting the ‘Run Puff here’ option, the user would then be able to analyze
the results in the lower section of Figure 9a, as well as being able to re-plot the model
simulation. Figure 9b and Figure 9c shows two time snapshots at 04:00 and 16:00 UTC
respectively. By these two timings, the Puff VATD model simulation shows the cloud detected
from the vent and dispersing to the south, Figure 9b, and then south-east, Figure 9c. Using this
tool, end users would be able to analyze the future location of the erupted cloud and make an
assessment of the hazard it might have on their operations.
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Figure 9 – Webpuff simulation for Zhupanovsky events on October 23-24 2013. (A) Screenshot of
the Webpuff interface and (B) time snapshot at 04:00 UTC and (C) 16:00 UTC.
The derived imagery from the satellite data, Figure 8, along with the capability to simulate the
future location of the dispersing cloud, Figure 9, illustrate two of the tools that V-ADAPT, Inc.
was able to use to document the eruption at Zhupanovsky volcano. This volcano produced an
ash cloud to 5km ASL with little pre-event warning and as such the detection from satellite data
as well as a tool to simulate the movement of the cloud would be valuable for assessing the
hazard. Zhupanovsky volcano provided an interesting case and as all volcanoes do not have a
ground based event detection system then could happen again.
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Overall
The aim of this report is to catalogue the two eruptions at Kliuchevskoi and Zhupanovsky
volcanoes that occurred in the North Pacific during October 2013. In doing so the tools
available from V-ADAPT, Inc., a newly developed start-up company from the intellectual
property of UAF research and over 15 years experience in volcanic hazard assessment and
eruption response, have been highlighted. Each volcanic event illustrated different aspects of
the tools and provided a demonstration of how they could be used to provide a service for
those in assessing the potential hazards to their operations from volcanic eruptions. KVERT and
the Tokyo VAAC, the volcano observatory and ash advisory centre for the designated region,
both provided timely information statements on the volcanoes activity and of the occurrence of
ash clouds. The V-ADAPT Inc. tools provided supplementary information and derived products
on the cloud location and future dispersal pattern. The tools would have allowed any
organization the ability to have tailored services for their needs as well as be able to have a plan
of how to assess the hazard to them, rather than making a plan once they were aware of the
occurrence of an eruption.
Kliuchevskoi volcano has been active throughout a lot of 2013 (GVP, 2013b), and the events
from October 15 – 19 showed how the activity can change from ground based hazards seen in
thermal signals to volcanic plumes and clouds that can traverse the North Pacific aviation
corridor. The V-ADAPT, Inc. tools provided event detection, updates on the location through
email-based reporting and a scenario planning tool for the ash cloud dispersal. As the cloud
dispersed across the North Pacific, the tools provided evidence of the clouds location and also
the capability to simulate the location for future planning and the possibility of its impact on
the whole region. Zhupanovsky volcano had not been active since 1959 (GVP, 2013a), there is
no ground based seismic network (KVERT, 2013d) and there were no thermal signals prior to
the occurrence of an ash cloud. The V-ADAPT Inc. tools provided evidence of the ash clouds
location and also provided a service to then predict the possible ash cloud dispersal. The latter
gives any end user the capability themselves to assess the hazard and then apply this
information and knowledge in their own decision support system.
The data, products and tools available from V-ADAPT, Inc. are aimed as a service orientated
system. End users would be able to access this via the web as the tools are both platform and
web browser independent. This makes them versatile and available for all those who would
want the services during a volcanic event. The detection and tracking tools can provide
information on the clouds current location and then its future position, and as such provide the
end user with another tool for them to determine the potential hazard the cloud might have on
their operations. They can then apply this new knowledge in their own decision support
systems.
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